
Use Case -
Manufacturing

MSPs

Cellular IoT connectivity is transforming the manufacturing sector through real-time monitoring, 

predictive maintenance and a more agile and responsive working environment. MSP’s offering IoT 

solutions can allow manufacturers to adopt innovative technologies and drive efficiency across 

their entire production system.

What are the benefits of providing cellular IoT 

connectivity for manufacturing?

Supply chain visibility

Cellular IoT connectivity contributes to end-to-end visibility in your client’s supply chain. Monitoring the

movement of goods from suppliers to production lines ensures improved logistics, reduced lead times, and

better overall supply chain management.

Real-time monitoring

IoT SIM cards enable your clients to implement real-time monitoring of machinery, production processes and

inventory levels to ensure immediate awareness of any disruptions or deviations, helping minimise risks or

issues to the supply chain.

Predictive maintenance

Sensors embedded with IoT SIM cards can allow your clients to monitor the condition of their machinery and

equipment, predicting potential failures before they occur. This helps in scheduling maintenance activities

proactively, minimising unplanned downtime.

Inventory management

For effective inventory management, sensors connected through cellular IoT allow your clients to accurately

track raw materials and finished goods, preventing shortages and overstock situations.



How can cellular IoT connectivity be used for 

manufacturing?

Supply chain management

Inventory tracking

Quality control and assurance 

Machine monitoring

Production line efficiency

Energy management

Why partner with Cellhire to provide IoT connectivity solutions?

Access to the 4 leading UK networks

International networks

SIM Management portal

Bespoke tariff capabilities & flexible terms

White label portal

Industry-leading billing and provisioning engine

Partner with Cellhire and offer your customers connectivity that meets the demands of critical IoT

solutions. Using Cellhire’s access to local, global & multi-network data, we can help create more

conversations, deliver more services and ultimately secure new revenues.

Get in touch with a Cellhire connectivity expert to find out more: 

Visit: https://cellhire.co.uk/iot-connectivity/managed-service-providers

Email: enquiries@cellhire.com




